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About This Content

Raging battles, deserted towns, and haunted memories abound in this zombie-approved pack.

Prepare yourself to dine on a grim feast of sickening sounds and malevolent music as you scoop the brains out of composer Joel
Steudler's fractured skull. No matter what your favorite flavor of fear is, you'll find something to sink your teeth into. From

'subtle and spooky' to 'AAAAAAGH!' there's a wide range of terrifying tunes and assorted entrails that are sure to ramp up the
fear factor in your game.

This pack contains:

20 BGM tracks suitable for battle, dungeons, themes, and towns!

13 unlucky MEs (Musical Events) to set the mood.

66 scary sound effects including chainsaws, zombie bites, and assorted gore.

.wav, .ogg, and .mp3 formats included.

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG/IG Maker projects.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Survival Horror Music Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Joel Steudler
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German
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This music pack comes with a lot of very nice things. All the music and sounds creates the right mood. The best part is how
good the sound effects are, they work best with a zombie survival game, but could work for many other horror type RPG's. It's
also very convenient how all the sounds come in three different formats.

I suppose the only bad thing I could say is that $19.99 might be slightly pricey, but not by much. This pack would work great
with the zombie survival pack...if that pack was of the same quality.. Outstanding music (and SFX) pack! Although "gun" and
"pistol" shots are... funny.
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